Nomad Tour

Nomad
Duration : 10 Days
Itinarary : Tehran,Abyaneh,Isfahan,Shahrekord,Yasooj,Shiraz

Day 1 TehranAfter arrival in Imam international airport you’ll be transferred to your hotel.A city tour of
Tehran visitingArcheological museum and Golestan palace.Overnight Tehran.

Day 2 AbyanehDriving to spend the night at the historical village ofAbyaneh.Enroute visiting Fin
complex(garden,bath and museum).Overnight Abyaneh.(village house)

Day 3 IsfahanIn the morning driving to Isfahan.In the evening we’ll have a visit of Naghsh e jahan
square,Ali qa pu,Imam and Sheikh lotf Allah mosques also Zayande river bridges.Overnight Isfahan.

Day 4 Bakhtyari Nomad RegionWe continue our journey to visit the first tribe in our tour.Plains of
Shahrekord is the residence ofBakhtiari nomads.Overnight at Shahr-Kord Hotel.

Day 5 YasoujAfter spending another half day with nomads we drive to Yasooj.Overnight Yasooj at Azadi
hotel.

Day 6 Qashqai Nomad RegionOn our way to Shiraz we stop for visiting a Qashqai settelment who are
Iran’s largest groupof nomads.In Yasooj we will visit the beautiful scenery of nature.

Day 7,8,9 & 10 ShirazAfter getting to Shiraz we’ll have a half day city tour visiting Zandieh
complex and Naranjestan palace.Overnight Shiraz.Day8 We’ll have an excursion to Firuz Abad in
southwest of Shiraz to visit another Qashqai tribe and spend some time with them.Overnight
Shiraz.Excursion toPersepolis,Naghsh e Rajab,Naghsh e Rostam and pasargadea.Overnight
Shiraz.Free at leisure.Transfer to airport for departure.

Tour Services
The above itinerary includes: accommodation for you & your travel tour guide, transportation (airconditioned vehicle), transfers, food (breakfast) plus refreshments and bottled water (including your
guide), guidance (plus oral translation where needed), entrance fees and tips for porters, waiters & guide
Excluded.
Note: The nature of tours and travel in Iran demands flexibility. In other words, sometimes your travel tour
guide changes part of the day’s sightseeing program because of an unexpected local event, national
holiday, etc. Needless to say, your guide is responsible to let you know of the procedures beforehand.
In all cases, the top priority is not to miss any of the above sightseeing activities. If there is no choice, a
substitution activity will be chosen by mutual agreement so that such omission can be compensated for
you.
Send a Tour Inquiry!
By taking this step, you will learn a lot more about our services, price, processes, terms and conditions.

